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Abstract
The recently established computational equivalence between the traditional message-passing model and
the mobile-agents model is based on the existence of a mobile-agents algorithm that simulates the execution
of message-passing algorithms. Like most existing protocols for mobile agents, this simulation protocol works
correctly only if the agents are fault-free.
We consider the problem of performing the simulation of message-passing algorithms when the simulating
agents may crash unexpectedly. We show how to simulate any distributed algorithm for the message-passing
model in a mobile-agents system with k agents, tolerating up to f ≤ k −1 crashes during the simulation. Two
fault-tolerant simulation algorithms are presented, one for non-anonymous settings (i.e., where either the
networks nodes or the agents or both have distinct identities), and one for anonymous systems (where both
the network nodes and the agents are anonymous). In both cases, the simulation overhead is polynomial.
An interesting feature of the algorithm for the anonymous setting is that it allows for a self-balancing
fault-tolerant simulation: Even though the agents may crash at any time, the algorithm ensures that the
simulation proceeds flawlessly irrespective of the agent crashes and the system always stabilizes to a state
where the workload is equally distributed among the remaining agents.
Finally, unlike the existing fault-free simulation algorithm, both our protocols are able to detect termination even if the simulated algorithm has no explicit termination detection.
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1.1

Introduction
The Framework

A distributed computing environment typically consists of a collection of autonomous computational entities
that can communicate among each-other to perform a common task. The most common model of distributed
computation is the message-passing model, in which the entities are connected through point-to-point links,
according to some fixed topology (often represented as a graph); the entities are stationary and communicate
by sending and receiving bounded sequences of bits (called messages), through the incident links (called ports).
Another model of distributed computation that has been studied recently is the mobile agents model. In this
model the entities are mobile (rather than stationary) and their movement is constrained by the topology of the
environment (which is again represented by a graph). The entities, called agents or robots, have computing and
storage capabilities, and can move along the edges of the graph going from one node to an adjacent node. Each
node of the network (called a host), provides a storage area (called whiteboard) for incoming agents, whose
access is held in fair mutual exclusion. The communication between the agents occurs by writing notes on and
reading notes from the whiteboards.
Mobile agents have been extensively studied for several years by researchers in Artificial Intelligence and
in Software Engineering. They offer a simple and natural way to describe distributed settings where mobility is inherent, and an explicit and direct way to describe the entities of those settings, such as mobile code,
software agents, viruses, robots, web crawlers, etc. Further, they allow to express immediately notions such as
selfish behavior, negotiation, cooperation, etc. arising in the new computing environments. As a programming
paradigm, the model allows a new philosophy of protocol and communication software design. As a computational universe, the model opens a variety of new challenging problems (e.g., rendezvous, intruder detection,
network decontamination, etc.), most of them with immediate practical relevance and applicability.
In addition to the study of the new problems opened by the mobile agents model, intriguing research questions
have naturally arisen on the differences (or similarities) between computing with mobile agents and computing
with stationary agents. The two environments were initially compared from a systems engineering point of
view by Fukuda et al.[15]. An insight on the computational relationship between the two models was provided
by Barrière et al. [4], who noticed that any mobile agent algorithm can be simulated in the message-passing
model; this immediately implies that all the impossibility results under the message-passing model hold also
for the mobile-agents model. The reverse direction has been an open problem for quite a while. The question
has been answered recently by Chalopin et al. [8], who proved that indeed the two models are computationally
equivalent; in fact, they showed how to construct a mobile-agents algorithm Y from a message-passing algorithm
X in such a way that every possible outcome of Y is a valid outcome for algorithm X. While the consequences
of this theoretical result are not yet fully realized, already several results have been transferred between the
two models [8]. Like most previous results on mobile agent computing, also these equivalence results and the
simulation algorithm assume a fault-free environment.
In this paper, we consider instead systems where agents may fail by crashing at any time, and we investigate
the problem of developing a fault-tolerant simulation. Thus the model considered in this paper is more realistic
with respect to the typical networked environments where transmission errors or inconsistencies may cause some
agents to be dropped or deleted from the system. We show that even in such an environment, we can simulate
any message-passing algorithm, while tolerating an arbitrary number of agent crashes.
Moreover, we show that the simulation can be done with explicit termination detection; that is, if the
simulated algorithm terminates (explicitly or not), the simulation will be able to detect this within a finite time
and all (surviving) agents would reach terminal states. This is an improvement on the existing simulator of [8]
that would terminate explicitly only if the simulated algorithm would do so.

1.2

Main Results

In a mobile agent system, the most common type of fault that can occur is that an agent suddenly disappears
or is destroyed while moving from one node to another. This kind of fault, called agent crash (or simply, crash),
may occur in networked environments due to various reasons, e.g. network congestion, or unavailability of a
host. In this paper, we will focus on this type of faults, and assume that the system is otherwise reliable. In
other words, an agent is safe once it has arrived at a node; however it may crash while moving between nodes.
Let us denote by k the number of agents and by f the number of crashes in the system.
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We first consider the non-anonymous setting; that is when the network nodes have distinct identifiers. Notice
that, in this case, each agent can choose a distinct identity for itself (if it does not already have one); thus, also
agents are non-anonymous. Further note that the case when the network is anonymous but the agents have
distinct identities is equivalent to the above one (since agents can assign a distinct names to each node using
the whiteboards).
For this setting, we design a simulation algorithm that is robust against any number of crashes, short of
the collapse of the entire system. In fact, as long as at least one agent is alive, our algorithm is able to
effectively simulate the message-passing computation achieving the same results as would have been obtained
in the absence of any faults. We prove that, if the simulated algorithm terminates, the simulation will explicitly
terminate within finite time; this will happen regardless of the number f ≤ k − 1 of crashes that occur during
the simulation, and even if the simulated computation does not have termination detection. Our simulation
algorithm, DisSimulate, has an overhead of at most O(n) moves per agent, for each message transmitted in the
original algorithm, where n is the number of nodes. The local memory required by each agent is O(n log ∆),
where ∆ is the maximum degree in the network.
We then consider the anonymous setting; that is when neither the network nodes nor the agents have distinct
identifiers. We show that anonymity of both networks and agents does not impede the ability of mobile agents
to simulate any message-passing computation for anonymous networks. In fact, the algorithm DisSimulate can
be executed on anonymous networks too. However, as expected, the cost is much higher in this case and depends
on how efficiently the network can be traversed. In the worst case, an exponential overhead can be incurred for
simulating each message transmission. To overcome this difficulty, we propose another algorithm, AnSimulate,
that simulates any message-passing computation on an anonymous network even when f ≤ k − 1 of agents crash
during the simulation. Also in this case, if the simulated algorithm terminates, the simulation will explicitly
terminate within finite time; even if the simulated computation does not have an explicit termination detection
mechanism. The overhead of AnSimulate is O(m + n · k) agent moves in total for each message exchanged in the
simulated computation (where m is the number of edges in the graph/network). The local memory requirement
is same as before.
An interesting feature of algorithm AnSimulate for the anonymous setting is that it allows for a self-balancing
fault-tolerant simulation: Even though the agents may crash at any time, the algorithm ensures that the
simulation proceeds flawlessly irrespective of the agent crashes and the system always stabilizes to a state where
the workload is equally distributed among the remaining agents.

1.3

Related Work

Although most of the classical results on distributed computing are based on the message-passing stationaryagent model, some of these algorithms use the concept of token-passing, where a mobile object, called the token
moves among the stationary processes in the network. In some algorithms the possession of a token gives a
process the authority to act and it is generally required that at any time, exactly one of the nodes in the
network holds the token. However for some algorithms like leader election [1, 18] there can multiple tokens
simultaneously moving through the network and these tokens also carry information. Algorithms for network
exploration (e.g. [1, 21]) are typically described in terms of a travelling process or entity (sometimes modelled
as a finite automata, e.g. [14]). These algorithms can be thought of as the first “mobile-agent” algorithms, as
opposed to message-passing algorithms. However in all these algorithms, a mobile agent (or travelling token
or automaton) is created by a stationary process to perform a particular task (e.g. exploration) after which it
returns to process that created it and is destroyed there.
On the other hand, the mobile-agent model considered in this paper, consists of fully autonomous entities
that are not associated with any stationary process and these entities are continuously performing computational
tasks while moving among a network of data-repository nodes called whiteboards. Certain problems which are
specific to this model, and have been studied recently are agent-rendezvous, (e.g., [19, 28]), intruder capture
(e.g., [3, 6]), network decontamination (e.g., [12, 22]), and black hole search (e.g., [11, 17]). For recent surveys,
see [13, 20]. The problem of leader election or spanning tree construction have been studied under both the
mobile-agents model (e.g., [4, 9, 10]) and the message-passing model (e.g., [16, 18]). However, there has not
been many studies on the differences (or similarities) between computing with mobile agents and computing
with stationary agents. Fukuda et al. [15] have compared the two systems from a systems engineering point of
view. Barrière et al. [4] showed that any mobile agent algorithm can be simulated in message-passing model,
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which immediately implies that all the impossibility results under the message-passing model, also hold for the
mobile-agents model. Chalopin et al. [8] recently showed the simulation in the other direction. These results
imply that the two models are computationally equivalent.
There have been numerous studies [2, 7, 24, 27] on computability in anonymous networks under the messagepassing model, in terms of which tasks can be computed on a given network and under what conditions. Most
of these results would hold under the mobile-agents model too, however the complexity of doing tasks in the
mobile-agents model would be different.
The study of mobile-agents systems has mostly been limited to fault-free environments. One exception is
the investigation of systems with a black hole, i.e. a highly harmful node that destroys any agent arriving at
the node. In this case, the research has mostly focussed on the problem of locating the black hole (e.g., see
[11, 17]). The issue of computing with agents that can disappear (i.e. crash) anywhere in the network has not
been considered before, to the best of our knowledge.

2

Terminology and Definitions

The S.A. model: In the message-passing model, the computational entities are stationary and are connected
by point-to-point communication links. We call this the stationary-agents (SA) model, which can be described
as follows. The computing environment is modelled by a connected undirected graph G(V, E). Each vertex1 of
the graph G is associated with a fixed computational entity, called a stationary agent. Each node also contains
a local memory which is accessible only to the agent associated with this vertex. Each agent can perform any
number of computational steps, it can read from and write to the local memory of the node and it can send
messages and receive messages on each edge connected to the node. The agents are reactive entities, i.e. they
react in response to external stimuli, e.g. the receipt of a message. The state of an agent is defined by the
contents of the local memory. Initially some of the agents would be in the special state “Initiator”; such agents
would start the computation process spontaneously. The initial value stored in the local memory at a node
defines its identity. Thus, the nodes have distinct identities only if the initial contents of memory at each node
is different.
The edges incident to a node are labelled by local orientation λ = {λv : v ∈ V }, where for each vertex u,
λu : {(u, v) ∈ E : v ∈ V } → {1, 2, . . . , degree(u)} defines the labelling on its incident edges. We shall use λ(e)
to denote the labels on the edge e = (u, v) i.e. the pair (λu (u, v), λv (u, v)). The agent at node u can send a
message m on any incident edge e = (u, v) using the primitive SEND(m, λu (e)). In this case, the agent at node
v receives the information (m, λv (e)), within a finite amount of time.
The M.A. model: The mobile-agents (MA) model is similar to the above model, with the following differences.
As before the environment is modelled by the labelled graph (G, λ); however the nodes of the graph are not
associated with any fixed computational entities. Instead, there are k computational entities (called mobile
agents) each of which may be located at any of the nodes of the graph at any time during the computation.
The agents can perform computations and they can move along the edges of the graph. Each agent also has
its individual memory that is accessible only by that agent and is called its notebook ; This local memory moves
with the agent when it travels from one node to another. The contents of the notebook defines the state of the
agent (in particular, it contains a special variable called Next-Node). Each agent starts in the same initial state
with the notebook containing only the algorithm to be executed. The node where an agent starts from is called
its homebase.
In this model, the nodes of the graph are just repositories of data, with no “intelligence” (i.e. computational
ability) associated with them. The local memory at each node, called the whiteboard of that node, is accessible
to any agent that is physically present at this node. The contents of the whiteboard defines the state of the
node. Access to a whiteboard occurs in fair mutual-exclusion.
An agent at any node v can read and modify the contents of the whiteboard of node v as well as its own
notebook memory, and it can leave node v through any incident edge e(v, w). When an agent leaves a node
v through an edge e(v, w), the agent either reaches node w within a finite amount of time or permanently
disappears (i.e. crashes). Initially the agents are all identical and indistinguishable from each other (no unique
identities), and they execute the same protocol. In general, a mobile agent at any node v would repeatedly
execute the following cycle of steps:
1 We

use the terms ‘vertex’ and ‘node’ interchangeably.
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1.
2.
3.
4.

[READ] Read the contents of the whiteboard of node v to the agent’s notebook.
[COMPUTE] Perform a sequence of computations modifying the contents of the agent’s notebook.
[WRITE] Write to the whiteboard of node v, part of the results of the computation.
[MOVE] If Next-Node= x > 0 , then leave the node v through the edge labelled x. Otherwise if NextNode=0, remain at node v.

During the time an agent A executes steps 1 to 3 at node v, the whiteboard of node v would be exclusively
accessible to agent A. (Prior to executing step-1, the agent obtains a lock on the whiteboard and it releases the
lock at end of step-3.)
Assumptions: We make the following assumptions.
[A1] Each communication link (represented by an edge of the graph G) satisfies the first-in-first-out property;
So, if agent B leaves node v through the edge e(v, w) after agent A left through the same edge, then agent
B would arrive at node w after agent A arrives there.
[A2] An agent may crash while traversing an edge (i.e. during the MOVE step) but it cannot die while
performing some computation at a node (i.e. during the READ-COMPUTE-WRITE steps) .
[A3] At most k − 1 agents may crash (i.e. f ≤ k − 1). Agent crashes are permanent; Once an agent crashes, it
may not become alive again.

3

Simulation in Non-Anonymous Systems

In this section we consider the case when the network nodes are non-anonymous; that is each node of the
graph G is provided with a distinct identity that is initially stored in the local memory(whiteboard) of the
node. In such a network, we can assume that also the agents have distinct identities: should they not have one
initially, each agent can acquire the identity of the node where initially resides (conflicts resolved by using the
mutual-exclusion access to the whiteboard). Notice that the case when the network nodes are anonymous but
the agents have distinct identities is equivalent to the previous ones: a unique id can be assigned to the nodes
by the agents (e.g. during a collective traversal).
Consider an arbitrary (message-passing) algorithm—we shall call it algorithm Z—being executed on a network (G, λ), in the conventional stationary-agent (S.A.) model. Such an algorithm can be described as follows:
Algorithm Z
- An initiator, upon starting the algorithm, executes the following steps:
Step-I1 Initiate the algorithm and do local computation(possibly generating messages to send)
Step-I2 Send zero or more messages through some of the ports.
Step-I3 Wait for messages to arrive from one or more ports.
- Any entity, on receiving a message m, executes the following steps:
Step-1 Read message m and do local computation(possibly generating messages to send)
Step-2 Send zero or more messages through some of the ports.
Step-3 Wait for messages to arrive from one or more ports.
The algorithm is said to have terminated when every node is in Step-3 (passive mode) and there are no messages
in transit.
To simulate such an algorithm in a mobile agent system, we need to execute the active steps (Step-1 and
Step-2) at each node. This involves performing local computation at the nodes and delivering messages between
nodes. The idea of the simulation is simple – the mobile agents can move from node to node delivering the
4

messages; An agent that delivers a message m to a node x, can also perform the local computation at node x
that results from the receipt of the message m. Using the client-server paradigm, we can think of each node as
a client which requires some service (transporting messages, performing local computation etc.) and the agents
as mobile servers which move from node to node performing the required services.
For effectively simulating the message-passing computation using mobile agents that can fail at any time,
we need to address the following issues:
[FR] Fairness: Every message that is generated at a node should be delivered within a finite time to its
destination.
[TD] Termination Detection: Once all messages have been delivered and the execution of the original algorithm
Z terminates, then each agent should be able to detect this and stop the simulation.
To ensure fairness, every agent would periodically visit each node to deliver the messages generated at that
node. Thus, even if an agent dies, the others would keep servicing the nodes (delivering the messages). Note,
however that an agent may die on the way while delivering some message m. In that case, another agent
has to take over the task of delivering that particular message. So, we need to keep track of which messages
have been delivered successfully. For this purpose, we maintain two message queues at each node– the To-BeDelivered (TBD) message queue and the Messages-Received (MR) queue. Any messages generated at a node v,
is added to the TBD queue at v, along with the port number p = λv (e) of the edge e through which the message
needs to be sent. A message can be removed from the TBD queue when it is known that it has been received
successfully and written to the MR queue at the receiving end. A message in MR queue can be removed when
it is read and the actions corresponding to the receipt of this message are executed. We keep such messages
in a third queue called Messages-Executed (ME) queue. Each message m generated at a node v and to be sent
through port p would be assigned an identifier, called MID(m); The TBD queue would store the original message
m along with the (MID(m),p) pair as key, while the MR queue would store the message with (MID(m),q) as
key, where q is the label of the port through which this message was received. The ME queue only needs to
store the identifier (MID(m),q) and not the contents of the original message.
The simulation of the message-passing algorithm Z would be started at those nodes which are in the special
state “Initiator ”. Recall that the original algorithm may not have an explicit termination detection mechanism.
So, in order to ensure that the agents can detect when the computation has terminated, we would maintain
a dynamic forest-like structure among the nodes of the graph, using an idea of Shavit and Francez (see [25]).
The initiator nodes would be the root nodes and every other (active) node x would contain a link to its parent
node i.e. the node y which send the first message to node x to activate it. We would maintain at each node x a
child-list containing the links to all its (active) children, i.e. all those nodes which were activated by messages
from node x and are still active. The leaf nodes would be those that did not send any messages or sent messages
to already active nodes. Once a leaf node completes its local computation and it does not have any messages to
send, then it is removed from the child-list of its parent node and becomes inactive. Once a root node has no
children and no further messages to send, it becomes inactive too. If all the root nodes become inactive then
the simulation is terminated.
The simulation algorithm executed by each agent A is given below:
Algorithm DisSimulate
I Explore the network G and construct a traversal path PA that starts and ends at the homebase of A, and
visits every other node at least once.
II Walk through path PA and at each node v which is in the state Initiator do the following 1. Initiate the algorithm Z at node v and perform all local computation steps until the first time a
message needs to be sent or received.
2. Update the state of node v by writing to the whiteboard the current state of execution. In particular,
set node-state to “Processing” if a message needs to be sent, and to “Waiting” if a message needs to
be received.
3. If a message m has to be sent through port p, then add (MID(m),p) to the TBD queue.
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III Walk through path PA and at each node x do the following 1. If the TBD queue is not empty, then execute procedure Deliver-Message.
2. If node-state = “Processing”, then continue with the local computation at current node until a
message needs to be sent or received. Update the state of node x by writing to the whiteboard.
3. While the MR queue is not empty, execute procedure Receive-Message.
4. If there are no messages neither in the TBD queue nor in the MR queue, the Child-List is empty, and
the node-state is “waiting”, then write ‘TERM’ (for “terminated”) on the whiteboard of x. Then go
to the parent node y(if any) and delete x from the Child-List at node y. Now return back to node x.
IV If all the nodes visited in the previous step had a ‘TERM’ symbol written on their whiteboard then terminate
the algorithm. Else repeat previous step.
where the procedures Deliver-Message and Receive-Message are as follows:
Procedure Deliver-Message
1. Let (mi , p) be the first entry in the TBD queue. Leave the current node x through port p to reach node y (say, through port
q), where e = (x, y), λx (e) = p and λy (e) = q.
2. If the message (mi , q) is not present in the MR queue(or, the ME queue) at node y, then do the following:
Add the message (mi , q) to the MR queue,
Delete any ‘TERM’ symbol (if present) from the whiteboard of node y,
If the parent-link of node y is not set, set it to q.
Set result to Success.
Else set result to Fail.
3. Return back to node x and delete message (mi , p) from the TBD queue (if present).
If the parent-link of node y was set to q, then add the link p = λx (e) to the Child-list of node x.
4. If the result is Fail and the TBD queue is not empty, then go back to the first step.
Otherwise, return the result.
Procedure Receive-Message
1. Let (mi , q) be the first entry in the MR queue. Remove the message (mi , q) from the MR queue and perform the local
computation at the current node that results from receiving this message from port q.
2. If a message m has to be sent through port p, then add < M ID(m), p > to the TBD queue. Update the state of the current
node by writing to the whiteboard.
3. Add (mi , q) to the ME queue

We shall now show the above algorithm satisfies the Fairness [FR] and Termination Detection [TD] properties.
(Due to the space constraint, most of the proofs in this section and the next have been omitted and can be
found in the appendix.) We denote by LA the length of the traversal path PA constructed by in step-(I) by an
agent A, and we define L to be the maximum length of such a path; i.e.,
L = maxA {LA }
Lemma 3.1 An agent starting at any node v of G can construct a path of length O(n) that starts and ends at
v and visits each vertex of G at least once.
Since the nodes of the network are uniquely identifiable, each agent can construct the required path by a
simple depth first traversal of the graph. Thus, L ≤ 2 · n.
Lemma 3.2 Each message generated at some node x and added to the TBD queue at position r is delivered to
its destination after at most 3 · L · r moves by any single agent.
Due to assumption [A3], at least one agent remains alive. So, every message would be delivered within a
finite amount of time. This ensures the fairness of message delivery.
Lemma 3.3 Every message is delivered and executed exactly once and no message is repeated.
Lemma 3.4 When any agent A terminates the simulation, then the following conditions hold: (i) No node has
any more messages to send and (ii) there are no messages in transit.
Lemma 3.5 Once the execution of the original algorithm Z terminates (i.e. when all messages have been
delivered and executed), then every agent that is alive would terminate after at most L · n moves.
6

Lemma 3.6 During any execution of the algorithm DisSimulate, the size of the TBD queue at any node v
would be at most 1 and the size of the MR queue would be at most (k · L). The size of ME queue at any node v
would be at most the degree of the node.
Notice that, if we can ensure that each node appears exactly once in the traversal path PA of any agent A,
then the maximum size of the MR queue would decrease to k · d. In particular, if r is the maximum number
of times a single node v appears in the traversal path of some agent A, then the size of the MR queue is never
more than k · d · r.
Theorem 3.1 The result obtained (i.e. the final state of the nodes) in any possible execution of algorithm
DisSimulate, would be exactly identical to the result of some possible execution of the original algorithm Z in
the S.A. model.
Notice that the above theorem holds, irrespective of the number of agents failing or crashing, if at least one
agent is alive. So, if there exists a S.A. algorithm for solving any computational problem in a network (G, λ),
then the same problem can be solved in the mobile agent system with just one agent. In other words, we can
say the following:
Observation 3.1 A mobile agent system with at least one agent in a network of n nodes, is computationally
as powerful as a stationary agent system with n agents.
Let us now measure the cost of the simulation.
Theorem 3.2 During the simulation, the total number of moves made by the agents is at most O(k · L) per
message exchanged in an execution of the original algorithm Z.
Let us analyze the memory overhead required for our simulation algorithm. Notice that each agent needs
to store, in its local memory, a copy of the traversal path PA . Thus the amount of additional memory required
by each agent for the simulation is O(L log ∆), where ∆ is the maximum degree of the graph.
The amount of additional memory required at the nodes (other than what is required for storing the state
of the algorithm Z) needs to be enough for storing the message queues.

4

Simulation in Anonymous Systems

In the previous section, we investigated systems having distinct identifiers for either the nodes of the network
or the agents, or both. In this section, we consider the simulation of message-passing algorithms in anonymous
networks by anonymous agents.

4.1

Employing the Existing Solution

The same simulation algorithm of the previous section can possibly be executed on anonymous networks too.
Notice that even if the graph is anonymous, it is still possible for an agent to find a traversal path in the graph
that visits every node, provided that the agent knows the size n of the graph or at least an upper bound on n.
Lemma 4.1 An agent A starting at a node v of an anonymous graph G, can construct a path P (represented
by a sequence of edge labels) of finite length that starts and ends at v and is guaranteed to visit each node at
least once.
Proof : Let Vi be the set of all nodes which can be reached from v by a path (not necessarily simple) of
length i. (Note that V0 = {v}.) The agent A simply traverses each outgoing edge from Vi to construct Vi+1 .
Once the agent has constructed Vn−1 , it would have traversed every path of length less than n starting from its
homebase and thus every node of the graph would have been visited (This follows from the fact that the graph
is connected). This gives us the required traversal path.
Notice that the traversal path constructed in the proof above is of length O(∆n ). However in most cases,
it is possible to construct much shorter traversal paths. In particular, if the agent can map the graph, then
7

it can always construct a traversal path of length O(n) (i.e. linear in the size of the graph). As the efficiency
of our simulation algorithm depends on the length of the traversal path used, we would like the length of the
traversal path to be as small as possible, preferably linear (or at most quadratic) in the size of the graph, n.
The problem of finding such a path is in fact, related to the problem of constructing the map of a graph and
this is very difficult to solve, in the presence of multiple identical agents. One approach (see [9]) is to elect a
leader among the agents and then allow the leader to label the graph, so that it becomes possible to map the
graph. We do not want to use such an approach here, because in that case our algorithm may fail when the
leader agent crashes before completing its job. We want each agent to independently traverse the graph using
its own traversal path. This can be achieved for example, by employing the method of random walk of a graph.
However, the discussion of random walks would be outside the scope of the current paper.
When using deterministic methods, the problem of finding a linear length traversal path of a graph, can be
solved in certain cases, (e.g. if the symmetricity [26] of the graph is equal to one). In general however, it is
not always possible to find a traversal path of linear (or even polynomial) length, visiting all the nodes of an
arbitrary anonymous graph.
Observation 4.1 There exists graphs (G, λ) with k agents placed among the nodes of G, such that the agents
having only the knowledge of n = |G| and executing identical deterministic algorithms, cannot obtain a path of
length polynomial in n that is guaranteed to visit every node of G.
Observation 4.2 The algorithm DisSimulate when executed on anonymous networks, has an exponential overhead, in terms of agent moves, for delivering each message.

4.2

In Absence Of Good Traversal Paths

When it is not possible to construct efficient traversal paths, we can use a different approach for simulating
a message-passing computation on a graph G. We partition the graph G among the k agents and each agent
would be responsible for the subgraph of G that it owns (we call this the territory of the agent). However,
as some of the agents may die, the task of a dead agent must be taken over by some other (alive) agent. So,
in our algorithm, each agent simulates the computation within its territory, while periodically checking if any
of its neighboring agents are dead and annexing the territory of any dead agent. Initially, the agents mark
their territories in the graph G (using procedure EXPLORE), thus partitioning G into k disjoint trees. In the
algorithm, when we say that an agent marks a node v, we mean that the agent writes a particular symbol on
the whiteboard of node v to denote the fact that this node has been visited. Similarly, an edge e = (u, v) of G
is marked by writing on the whiteboard of the adjacent nodes u and v.
The algorithm given below, simulates a given message-passing algorithm Z, on the graph G, using k mobile
agents. Initially, each agent knows the steps of the algorithm Z and each initiator node is marked as such. The
following fact will be used in the algorithm:
Fact 1 Given any starting node v of G, every edge e ∈ G can be uniquely identified by using the sequence of
edge-labels for the path from v to e. We use the notation idv (e) to denote such an identifier for an edge e at
node v.
ALGORITHM AnSimulate:
Phase 0: Each agent A executes procedure EXPLORE to obtain its territory TA . The territory TA is a tree
rooted at the homebase, and all the other nodes contain a link marked as home-link which connects this node
to its parent in the tree TA . Let nA be the size of TA . Agent A then traverses its territory TA and at each node
v that it visits — if v in the state “initiator”, then agent A initiates the algorithm Z at node v performing all
local computation steps until the first time a message needs to be sent or received; Agent A then updates the
state of node v and if any message m is to be sent through the port p, then the pair (m, p) is added to the
To-Be-Delivered (TBD) queue at node v.
Phase i ≥ 1: Agent A, (if alive) executes the following steps:
STEP 1: Agent A does a depth-first traversal of its territory TA . During the traversal, for each node u that it
visits, agent A does the following:
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• If the TBD queue of node u is not empty, then execute procedure Deliver-Message;
• If node-state = “Processing”, then continue with the local computation at current node until a message
needs to be sent or received. Update the state of node x by writing to the whiteboard.
• While the MR queue is not empty, execute procedure Receive-Message.
• If there are no messages in both the TBD queue and MR queue, the Child-List is empty, and the nodestate is “waiting”, then write ‘TERM’ on the whiteboard of u. Then go to the parent node v(if any) and
delete u from the Child-List at node v. Now return back to node u.
• Write DONE(i, nA ) on the whiteboard of u.
If during Step-1, agent A finds an ANNEXED(j, nB ,id(e′ )) mark in its homebase, then agent A goes to the
edge e′ and marks this edge as Tree-edge (For the next phase, nA ← nA + nB and TA ← TA + {e′ } + TB .) In
this case, agent A skips STEP-2 and jumps to STEP-3 to update its territory.
STEP 2: Agent A starts a depth-first traversal of its territory. During the traversal, for each external edge
e = (u, v) incident to some node u in its territory, it traverses the edge e to reach the other end v, reads
DONE(j, nB ) from whiteboard2 at v and takes the following actions:
• If (j < i) or, (j = i AND nB < nA ), then go to the root-node x of the tree TB containing v and write
ANNEXED(i, nA ,idx (e)) (only if there is no other ANNEXED mark at node x).
• If successful in writing the ANNEXED mark, then return to e and mark this edge as a Tree-edge.(For the
next phase nA ← nA + nB and TA ← TA + {e} + TB .)
STEP 3: Agent A updates its territory TA to include all territories that it annexed and those annexed by the
agents that it defeated. If agent A itself was defeated, then it adds the territory of the agent C that defeated
it and all territories annexed by C. The home-links of the nodes in the territory are updated and the value
of nA is modified accordingly. If all nodes in its territory had ‘TERM’ written on the whiteboards then agent
A executes procedure Termination-Detection to check if the termination condition has been reached and if so,
stops. Otherwise agent A goes to phase i + 1.
Procedure Termination-Detection
For r = 1 to k, do
If there is some node in TA which does not have a ‘TERM’ mark on its whiteboard, then return false;
Else write ‘TERM(r)’ on the whiteboard of every node in TA .
For each non-tree edge e = (u, v) incident to a node u ∈ TA ,
Traverse edge e to reach node v ∈ TB (say),
If node v has no ‘TERM’ mark, then return false;
Else if found a ‘TERM(j)’ mark and j < r then,
go to the root of tree TB and mark it with ‘TERM(r)’ (if not already marked so)
If successful, merge TA with TB , using the edge e and continue;
If r = k, then return true;

Procedure EXPLORE
1. Set P ath to empty; Mark the homebase as explored and include it in territory T ;
2. While there are unexplored edges at the current node u,
select an unexplored edge e,
mark link lu (e) as explored and then traverse e to reach node v;
If v is already marked (or v contains another agent),
mark e as a non-tree edge;
return back to u;
Otherwise
mark node v as explored and mark link lv (e) as home-link;
Add link lv (e) to P ath;
Add the edge e and node v to the territory T ;
2 If

no such mark is found, it reads DONE(j = 0, nB = 0).
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3. When there are no more unexplored edges at the current node,
If Path is not empty then,
remove the last link from Path, traverse that link and repeat Step 2;
Otherwise, Stop and return the territory T ;

The procedures Deliver-Message and Receive-Message are same as before.
In the above algorithm, an agent A annexes the territory of another agent B, if either (i) B has died (or B
is slower than A) or, (ii) if during some phase i, B has a smaller territory than A. After agent A annexes the
territory of agent B, these two territories are merged and both the agents(if alive) continue the simulation in
the bigger territory. The algorithm ensures that the territory of an agent is always a tree. This ensures that
each agent completes a single traversal (i.e. a single phase) in O(n) moves.
We give below the proof of correctness of our algorithm and analyze its complexity. Due to assumption [A3],
there are some agents which survive till the end of the algorithm—we shall call such agents “alive agents”. The
lemma below proves fairness of message delivery.
Lemma 4.2 During algorithm AnSimulate, the following always holds:
1. The edges marked as tree-edges form a spanning forest of G, containing at most k trees (each rooted at
some homebase).
2. Every node is visited by an alive agent at least once in every k phases.
3. An alive agent completes each phase within a finite amount of time.
4. Whenever an alive agent visits a node v, the top-most message in the TBD queue of v is delivered to its
destination (unless the queue is empty).
5. Every message generated at a node v is delivered within a finite amount of time.
Lemma 4.3 When an agent A completes procedure Termination-Detection with a return value of true, then
every message corresponding to the execution of algorithm Z, has been delivered and there are no messages in
transit.
Lemma 4.4 When every message corresponding to the execution of algorithm Z, has been delivered, every alive
agent terminates within at most k phases.
Theorem 4.1 Algorithm AnSimulate correctly simulates any given massage-passing algorithm Z, even if up to
f ≤ k − 1 agents crash.
Let us now analyze the cost of the simulation.
Lemma 4.5 During every phase in which no agents crash, at least one message is delivered unless there are no
more pending messages.
Lemma 4.6 In each phase of algorithm AnSimulate, the number of moves made by the agents in total is
O(m · k).
The above result follows from the fact that each edge is traversed a constant number (at most six) times by
any single agent. However, we can make the following modification to the algorithm to reduce its communication
complexity. Whenever an agent traverses an external edge during step-2 of a phase, it can mark the edge such
that no other agent follows it and traverses the same edge again in this phase. Thus any non-tree edge would
be traversed by at most one agent from each side. However, a tree edge may be traversed by all agents that
share that territory. So, the number of moves per phase would be O(m + n · k ′ ) for k ′ alive agents. Thus, we
have the following result, due to Lemma 4.5.
Theorem 4.2 For the (modified) algorithm AnSimulate, the overhead for delivering each message is O(m + n ·
k ′ ), where k ′ is the number of surviving agents.
We would like to remark that the large overhead for message delivery is due to the fact that we have to
deal with failures of any number of agents at any time during the simulation. In environments without agent
failures, it is always possible to simulate a message-passing computation much more efficiently. For example,
the algorithm given by Chalopin et al.[8] for the fault-free environment requires O(n) agent moves per message
delivery in the worst case.
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5

Conclusions and Open Problems

We proposed and studied methods for simulating any message-passing computation in a mobile agent system
with faulty agents. In particular, we have shown how to simulate a given message-passing algorithm, in a mobile
agent system, while tolerating the crash-fault of any number of agents, provided that at least one agent is alive.
Thus, agent crashes do not restrict the computational power of a mobile agent system. Another interesting
observation is that a mobile agent system of n nodes with at least one agent is computationally as powerful as
a stationary agent system with n agents.
We presented an algorithm DisSimulate, for simulating a message-passing computation in a labelled network
(or, a network which can be explored efficiently). In this algorithm, the agents work independently of one
another, with no communication among the agents and this makes this algorithm very robust. However, one
problem is sometimes the workload is not evenly distributed among the agents, i.e. in the worst case, all the
messages may be getting delivered by a single agent, even though the other agents may still be alive.
For anonymous networks or networks where node identities are not visible to the agents, we gave another
algorithm AnSimulate, where the network is partitioned into disjoint parts which are serviced by different
groups of agents. It is interesting to note that this algorithm has the self-stabilizing property. Even though the
agents may crash at any time, the algorithm ensures that the simulation proceeds flawlessly irrespective of the
agent crashes and the system always stabilizes to a state where the workload is equally distributed among the
remaining agents.
In the present paper, we have only considered agent crash faults, but not node crashes. In the mobile
agent systems considered here, each node is just a data repository; So a node crash in such a system implies
a whiteboard crash i.e. all data stored in the corresponding whiteboard would be deleted. Such faults can be
dealt with using the known fault tolerance techniques for the message-passing (S.A.) model. In particular, given
any algorithm for the S.A. model that is t-crash tolerant, the same algorithm can be simulated in a mobile agent
system (using our proposed method), to tolerate up to t crash faults of the nodes, irrespective of the number of
agents failing.
One of the limitations of our results is the assumption that agents can only fail while traversing an edge.
We have not considered the possibility of an agent failing while performing computation at a node, because in
such a case, the whiteboard of the node may remain locked and thus inaccessible to all other agents, which can
create a deadlock. Future studies on this problem should be directed towards finding a way to deal with crashes
of agents inside a node, while avoiding the deadlock situation.
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APPENDIX
Proof of Lemma 3.2
Proof : To deliver a message successfully an (alive) agent A makes two moves (to and back). So, during a
single traversal of the path PA , if agent A finds some message in the queue at each node it visits, then it would
make 3 · L moves. If node x appears only once in the path PA , then after r such traversals, the message at
position r would be delivered. So, as long as there is an alive agent A, it would succeed in delivering that message after 3·L·r moves. (Note that the other k−1 agents may have died, without helping agent A in its task.)
Proof of Lemma 3.3
Proof : Consider a message m that has to be sent from node u to node v on the edge e(u, v), where λ(e) = (p, q).
When the message (m, q) is delivered at node v, it is written on MR queue. Due to the mutual exclusion property of the whiteboards, only one agent can write the message (m, q) to the MR queue. If any other agent reads
the message (m, p) from the TBD queue of node u and attempts to deliver it, the agent would find the message
(m, q) in either the MR queue or the ME queue of node v. When Receive-Message(m, q) is executed by an agent
at a node v, the agent also deletes the message (m, q) from the MR queue of node v. An agent would obtain
access to the whiteboard at the start of procedure Receive-Message, it would relinquish the whiteboard only
after the message (m, q) has been deleted from the MR queue of node v. Hence every message is delivered and
executed exactly once.
Proof of Lemma 3.4
Proof : We define a node to be in active state if either there are some messages in its TBD queue or MR
queue, or if its child-list is not empty. When a node u is marked with ‘TERM’, then none of the above holds
and the node is said to be inactive. Any node v, other than the initiator nodes, becomes active only on receiving
a message from another node u and in that case it becomes the child of node u. Thus, every active node is
either an initiator (i.e. a root node in the spanning forest) or belongs to the tree rooted at some initiator. Note
that once an initiator node becomes inactive, then it can never become a root node again. So, if an agent A
on traversing the graph finds all nodes (including the initiators) are inactive, then no node can ever become
active again. However, if any of the conditions of the lemma is false then there must be at least one active node.
Hence the lemma holds.
Proof of Lemma 3.5
Proof : Consider the instance when the last message (in the given execution) is received and executed at a
node v. At this instance, all TBD and MR queues at every node would be empty and each node would be in
state “waiting”. During the next L moves of any agent A (at least one such agent exists due to assumption
[A3]), all the nodes which do not have any child-links(i.e. leaf nodes) would have ‘TERM’ written on their
whiteboards. In every subsequent L moves, the nodes at the next higher level(i.e. the new leaf nodes) would
have ‘TERM’ written on their whiteboards. So, after at most L · n moves by agent A, every node would have
‘TERM’ written on its whiteboard and thus the agent would terminate.
Proof of Lemma 3.6
Proof : An agent can add at most one message to the TBD queue at node v during each visit to node v.
Whenever any agent A adds a message to the TBD queue, either the TBD queue was empty before this message
was added or, agent A had succeeded in removing one message from the TBD queue in the previous step. This
means that the contribution from each agent is one, when the queue is empty and it is zero in all other cases.
So, the size of the TBD queue can be at most 1.
Each time an agent A visits node v it removes all pending messages from the MR queue of that node.
Between two consecutive visits to a node v, the agent may make at most L visits to other nodes and if each
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such visit results in a message being sent to node v, then the total contribution of a single agent, to the MR
queue of a node v, would be at most L. Hence the result follows.
Whenever a message received from port p is added to the ME queue of node v, it can replace the previous
message (if any) that was received from the same port. This is possible because whenever a message mi is
received on edge e, it implies that the previous message mi−1 send on the same edge, has already been deleted
from the TBD queue at the source. The FIFO property of the channels (assumption [A1]) ensures this.
Proof of Theorem 3.1
Proof : By Lemmas 3.2-3.5 it follows that algorithm DisSimulate successfully and fairly delivers and executes
every message corresponding to algorithm Z. For any execution of DisSimulate on the network (G, λ), consider
the timing sequence in which messages are generated and received by the algorithm. Notice that such a sequence of operations satisfies the causal order of sending and receiving messages. Now, consider the execution of
algorithm Z in an equivalent S.A. system (G, λ). Since the system is asynchronous, messages may be sent and
received in any possible order (satisfying the causal relationship). In particular, one of these possible ordering
of the send and receive operations would correspond to the order in which the messages are generated and
delivered during the execution of algorithm DisSimulate. So, this particular execution of algorithm Z would
be equivalent to the execution of algorithm DisSimulate, i.e. the contents of each node would be exactly same
during these two executions and thus, the same result would be obtained.
Proof of Theorem 3.2
Proof : As a consequence of Lemma 3.2, r messages are delivered by an agent, using 3 · r · L agent moves.
Now, in the worst case, only one agent (say agent A) may be delivering all the messages while the other agents
just keep following agent A, (always arriving at each node just after agent A). Thus, in this case, each agent
would make O(L) moves in delivering a message and the total agent moves would be O(k · L) per message.
Proof of Lemma 4.2
Proof : (1) This clearly holds at the end of procedure EXPLORE. Whenever two trees are merged this property
is maintained.
(2) A node v that is in the territory of an agent A, would be visited once in every phase, unless agent A dies.
If agent A dies during phase i, node v would still be visited by its neighboring agent B in phase i + 1, unless
agent B dies during phase i + 1, in which case, its neighbor agent C would visit node v during phase i + 2, and
so on. Since f < k agents may crash, so node v would be visited at least once in k phases. More precisely, node
v is visited at least r − f times during r phases of the algorithm.
(3) This follows from the fact that there is no waiting during any phase of algorithm AnSimulate.
(4) This follows from the definition of procedure Deliver-Message.
(5) This follows from parts (2),(3),(4) above and the fact there is always at least one alive agent (assumption
[A3]).
Proof of Lemma 4.3
Proof : If procedure Termination-Detection returns true, then every node in agent A’s territory has TERM(k)
written on it. This implies that nodes in neighboring territories are at least marked with TERM(k − 1), while
territories at a distance of two are marked with (k − 2) and so on. Since the network is partitioned into at most
k territories, every node in the network would have a TERM mark, which implies that no node has any more
messages to send and there are no messages in transit.
Proof of Lemma 4.4
Proof : Once all messages have been delivered, every node would become inactive. When an alive agent A
visits such a node, it would mark it with ‘TERM’. So all the nodes in agent A’s territory would be marked with
‘TERM’ and the agent would start procedure Termination-Detection. As there are no nodes in G, which does
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not have a TERM mark, the procedure would return true after at most k phases and agent A would terminate.
Proof of Theorem 4.1
Proof : The fairness of message delivery is ensured by Lemma 4.2, while the lemmas ?? ensure that algorithm
AnSimulate terminates correctly. As before, the procedures Deliver-Message and Receive-Message ensure that
every message is delivered and executed exactly once and further, the delivery of messages follows the causal
ordering of receiving and sending messages. Thus, any execution of algorithm AnSimulate would correspond to
some possible execution of algorithm Z in the S.A. model.
Proof of Lemma 4.5
Proof : Notice that every vertex v is visited once in every phase i, unless some agent crashed in phase i.
Whenever node v is visited, the first message (if any) in the TBD queue of node v would be delivered. Thus,
except for those phases (at most f ) during which some agents crash, every phase results in the delivery of at
least one message.
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